Terms and conditions

This agreement confirms the terms on which you agree to allow Women Win and any of its brands (Win-Win Strategies and GRLS) to use, for the purposes set out below, the image(s) and/or videos submitted for the Photo Contest launched in December 2021.

By accepting this terms and conditions you declare that you have permission to share this image and give consent for your photograph and/or video to be stored used and shared by Women Win provided. The photographer will remain being the copyright owner and having full rights of the image and will always be given attribution (photo credit).

Specific Purposes of the Image ("Specified Purposes")
Any commercial or non-commercial purposes in all and any media including without limitation in WOMEN WIN’s printed publications, presentations, promotional material, in the advertising of WOMEN WIN’s goods or services or on WOMEN WIN’s website, social media platforms and communications channels.

The individual in the Image acknowledges that there will be no payment and/or royalties made to them by WOMEN WIN for the Image or the rights of WOMEN WIN to use the Image unless the individual is chosen as the winner of the contest, in which they will get the following compensation depending the category:

- Gold: 250€
- Silver: 150€
- Bronze: 100€

Winners will be contacted via email before being announced in our communications channels.

Conditions

1 I consent to the usage of this images by Stichting Women Win ("WOMEN WIN") or any company or entity to which WOMEN WIN or any of its subsidiaries licenses rights or provides services to, and/or any company which is, in relation to any such company, its parent undertaking or subsidiary) is sponsoring, producing, directing, organising, running or paying for the contest, in which I wish to take part.

2 I warrant that: (i) I do not need to obtain permission from any third party in connection with the rights granted in this agreement; (ii) I am entitled to grant the rights set out in this agreement; and (iii) WOMEN WIN does not need to obtain permission from or pay any third party in connection with the rights granted in this document.

3 I grant WOMEN WIN permission to use the Image throughout the world for the Specified Purposes, including permission to publish the Image on the internet, in its original format, edited, or altered in any way that WOMEN WIN deems appropriate.

4 I do not object to WOMEN WIN storing copies of the Image for as long as necessary to fulfil the Specified Purposes or to WOMEN WIN storing my contact details on its database in case it needs to contact me.
5 For the purposes of this agreement the data controller is the WOMEN WIN entity referenced above in the WOMEN WIN definition. I agree and acknowledge I give my consent, for the purposes of applicable data protection legislation, for WOMEN WIN to process the personal data provided in relation to the Image or as part of the rights granted in this Release form, including my image and contact details. WOMEN WIN will process any such personal data in accordance with applicable data protection legislation and the WOMEN WIN Privacy Policy in force from time to time, which is available at Privacy Policy. For questions related to the processing of personal data, please reach out to your WOMEN WIN contact.

6 This document constitutes the entire agreement between us and supersedes and extinguishes all previous drafts, agreements, arrangements and understandings between us, whether written or oral, relating to its subject matter. This document cannot be altered or modified. Each party agrees that it shall have no remedies in respect of any representation or warranty (whether made innocently or negligently) that is not set out in this Release.

7 If any wording in this document is held, in part or in full, to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the validity of the remaining clauses of this agreement shall not be affected, and they shall continue to be valid and enforceable. The invalid and unenforceable provision shall be replaced with a valid provision which is as similar as possible in substance to the invalid or unenforceable provision.

8 This document and any disputes arising out of or in connection with it shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the jurisdiction of the signatory’s residence.

Data Protection Notice

For the purposes of this Release, the data controller is the WOMEN WIN entity referenced above. In completing the Image Release Form and allowing WOMEN WIN to use the Image, you will provide WOMEN WIN with certain personal data, including your image, contact details and personal details. You understand and acknowledge that by completing the Image Release Form you give consent for WOMEN WIN to process your personal data. WOMEN WIN processes the personal data to use your image across its platforms, as well as to handle queries and other follow-up matters in relation to the image.

WOMEN WIN may share your personal data with third parties to process the data on Women Win’s behalf. When using third parties to process data, WOMEN WIN will require the third parties to implement appropriate measures to protect your personal data. WOMEN WIN may transfer or store the personal data collected and processed as part of the Event outside of the EEA or Switzerland. When doing so, WOMEN WIN will ensure that your personal data transferred to these countries receives adequate protection in accordance with data protection rules.

I have read the above carefully, fully understand its content and voluntarily agree to its terms

- I accept the terms and conditions of participation in the event/photoshoot
- I consent to Women Win’s processing and use of my personal information in line with the data protection notice
- I consent to the use of my image as specified above